Extracting full value of
wood components
The life cycle of a paper product is composed of a series of value
adding steps, from its extraction from natural, renewable
resources until the end of its life.
In the Circular Economy, the end of the paper product’s life is
reconnected with its production by reusing the already extracted
resources which are contained in used products through
recycling
Moreover, promoting the use of the cascading principle where
wood is first used as a raw material to make products, and where
recycling is encouraged before the raw material is used for
energy (and only when recycling is no longer feasible), is far
more economical than burning it immediately for renewable
energy.
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A WORLDWIDE LEADER IN PAPER RECYCLING
Paper recycling in Europe reached the record level of 72.3% in 2017 paper packaging, keeping fibres in
the loop longer and extending the benefits of their renewable origin. Our industry is now seeking to make
another leap forward by reaching the elevated rate of 74% by 2020. When it comes to paper packaging
alone, 82.1% is recycled in 2016 , making paper the most recycled packaging material in Europe.
In some regions, recycling rates can reach up to 80%, which is probably the maximum rate from a
practical perspective.
Paper is recycled on average, more than 3,5 times a year in Europe, and over 50% of the raw material we
use consists of paper for recycling.
Some paper products cannot be recovered for recycling because they are kept for long periods of time (books)
or archived (records); others are destroyed or contaminated when used (e.g. tissue and hygiene paper).
Paper cannot be recycled indefinitely as fibres get too short and worn out and therefore can no longer be used
in creating new paper. Hence, virgin fibres from trees are needed to continue the cycle. These new fibres come
from renewable, sustainably-managed forests and continue the loop.

WORKING WITH THE FULL PAPER RECYCLING CHAIN
CEPI leads the secretariat of the European Paper Recycling Council (EPRC), set up as an industry
self-initiative in November 2000 to monitor progress towards meeting the paper recycling targets set out
in the 2000 European Declaration on Paper Recycling. Since then the commitments in the Declaration
have been renewed every five years.
The EPRC committed itself to meeting both a voluntary recycling rate target of 74% in the EU-27,
Switzerland and Norway by 2020 as well as qualitative targets in areas such as waste prevention,
ecodesign, and research and development.
Contact us to find out more about the EPRC.

FOSTERING A EUROPEAN NETWORK FOR INDUSTRIAL SYMBIOSIS
When different organisations get together in a network to foster eco-innovation and long-term culture change, it is called
industrial symbiosis.
Creating and sharing knowledge through these networks means that different parts of the supply chain can share their
expertise and create new solutions for the future if they are acting on their own accord.
What all synergies have in common is that they reduce costs and generate new value for the companies involved, as well
as creating significant environmental benefits such as reduced landfill and greenhouse gases. In addition, the synergies
generated through economic activity have further social benefits with the creation of new businesses and jobs.

HOW WE DO IT - CIRCULAR ECONOMY BEST PRACTICES
The Reffibre Project: Improving Resource Efficiency
The paper and board production process, especially in the case where paper for recycling is used as the raw material,
leads to the generation of large amounts of side streams –mainly sludge, other rejects and process water.
The Reffibre Project project identified a number of opportunities to valourise these side streams, either those already on the
market or in various stages of development.

IMPACTPapeRec : Separate collection and quality
A pre-requisite for a high recycling rate is separate collection at source and high quality. CEPI was involved in the Horizon
2020 programme IMPACTPapeRec, with the aim to of helping municipalities improve separate collection of paper and
board for recycling.
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2050 INVESTMENT ROADMAP
Contact us to learn more about our 2050 ‘Investment Roadmap’
to a low-carbon bioeconomy

